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Outlook
• Integrated operations: from oil and gas industry into the 

business of every sector
• Aspects of Integrated Operations

–trust-based security
–content-awareness (and context-awareness)

• Challenges in ICT security for the Internet of Things (IoT)
–Security, privacy and dependability in sensor systems
–Heterogeneous infrastructures
–security metrics

• Example: Artemis pSHIELD project
–Use case: Railway data through Telenor Objects Shepherd platform
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40 bill US$ added economic value (now-2015)
Integrated Operations on the NCS – OLF numbers

l Increased production (5 -10 %)
• Real time coordination between offshore 

and onshore
• Real time simulation of process and 

operation data
l Increased reserves (5 -10 %)

• Improved location of wells
• Smart wells and real time management of 

reservoirs
l Reduced operation costs (30 -50 %)

• Conditioned based maintenance
• Reduced use of personnel offshore

l Reduced drilling costs (30 – 50 %)
• Real time optimized well trajectory  
• Fewer off-track  
• Reduced use of personnel offshore

Increased 
reserves

Increased 
production

Reduced 
operation costs

Reduced 
drilling 
costs

source: Fjellheim&Norheim, Computas
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Challenges in integrated operations

• Automatic detection of events
– well, process, critical equipment

• Automatic evaluation of the effect of 
events
– Production targets, costs
– From corporate to equipment level

• Automatic generation of advices on how 
to manage events

source: Kaare 
Finbak, IBM

Vendor

Vendor

Operator

• Automatic processing of events
• Automatic follow-up of events, e.g. actions 

required to handle events
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Need for new & highly scalable technologies

Process control
systems

Broadband
communication
Fiber optic cables &
wireless networks

Sensors
Downhole
& onboard
facilities

source: Kaare Finbak, IBM
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“Integrated Operations” in transport

• Missing: Integrated 
transport
–“From Oslo to 

Svolvær with train, 
flight, boat, bus”?

–combined travel 
Haugenstua to 
Mainz  (flight & train)
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Online traffic
• Example: TomTom
• TomTom HD traffic in Nov 2007 

using Vodafone network data in 
NL

• TomTom Live in Oct 2010 
– using Telenor SIM in the Nordic Market
– update every 2nd minute

• API for 3rd party
–Antenne Bayern: “more accurate”
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Challenges

• trust-based security

• content-awareness (and context-awareness)

10
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Trust-based privacy

• “With whom to travel?” 
• Share data?
• Trust-based privacy
• Information and your 

social life 
–Entertainment 
–Infotainment 
–SocialTainment
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Context Roles

Preferences

Identities

Topic

My trust network

0.90.9
0.5

0.3
0.9

Thanks to Vladimir Oleshchuk for ideas and 
discussions

4. PR OPOSE D F R A M E W O R K 

This chapter elaborates the proposed cloud based Internet of Things framework. Figure 2 illustrates the 

proposed framework that contains the following four layers: Node layer, Network layer, Middleware 

layer and Application layer. A brief overview of each layer is as follows.  

Node layer Node layer contains hundreds of nodes such as devices, sensors and actuators distributed 

over the whole railway infrastructure. Some of them are very small in size having limited battery capacity 

and are used for collect and forward data only, e.g. the temperature sensors. Some of the devices can 

aggregate and filter data. The nodes deliver collected data to the middleware layer and some of them 

receive feedback or suggestions from the middleware layer and thereby can perform actions, e.g. actuate a 

mechanical device.  

Network layer In order to communicate, each node is equipped with one or multiple communication 

interfaces. Some of the nodes work alone, while some other work in a group. Nodes working in a group 

may form a network within themselves and such network can be permanent or ad-hoc one. The 

middleware layer may supervise the formation of the network by defining its characteristics for example 

its topology, interconnectivity etc.     

Middleware layer It contains computing machines containing powerful hardware and software 

components. The middleware layer communicated with application interfaces. Depending on the 
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Content-awareness

• Context-awareness
• Personalized 

• Content-awareness
–urgent: “breaking the glass”
–“normal operation” - system status
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user-centric profile

Context

provided
service

update

Profile 
setup profile

Service logic

Services

update usage 
monitoring

Auditing & 
Authorization

source: WWRF - outline - user profiling
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Security Challenges in embedded ICT

• Security, here
–security (S)
–privacy (P)
–dependability (D)

•  across the value 
chain
–from sensors to 

services
• measurable security?
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SPD Metrics specification: pSHIELD metric GOAL

Measurement of Security, Privacy and 
Dependability (SPD) functions

SPD Function : a software, hardware or firmware component, that must be relied 
upon for the correct enforcement of the security, privacy and dependability policy. 

To obtain 
SPD level : a quantification of SPD function 
expressing the protection which can provide 
against Faults (FUA, NFUA and NHMF)

15
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With our calculation method we obtained the SPD level: 
 
• Gathered following an international standard: ISO 15408

• Consistently measured, without subjective criteria

• Expressed as a cardinal number 

•Contextually specific, relevant enough to make decisions

SPD level is not expressed using at least one unit of measure, such as “defects”, 
“hours” or “dollars”

SPD Metrics specification: SPD value

16
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SPD Metrics specification: SPD functions for reducing FUA 
metric construction method

Vulnerability Assessment

Vulnerability analysis Penetration Tests

Potential 
Vulnerabilities

Is conducted with the 
purpose of identifying To determine whether the 

identified potential 
vulnerabilities are exploitable

achieved by

17
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SPD Metrics specification: SPD functions for reducing metric construction 
method

Minimum attack potential value to 
exploit a vulnerability = SPD Value 

Factors 
to be 
considered • Elapsed Time

• Expertise
• Knowledge of functionality
• Window of opportunity
• Equipment

Base of Knowledge

with

Calculated attack potential

Attack scenarios

Essential to build

Factor Value
Elapsed Time
<= one day 0

<= one week 1

<= one month 4

<= two months 7

<= three months 10

<= four months 13

<= five months 15

<= six months 17

> six months 19

Expertise
Layman 0

Proficient 3*(1)

Expert 6

Multiple experts 8

Knowledge of functionality

Public 0

Restricted 3

Sensitive 7

Critical 11

Window of 
Unnecessary / unlimited access 0

Easy 1

Moderate 4

Difficult 10

Unfeasible 25**(2)

Equipment
Standard 0

Specialised 4(3)

Bespoke 7

Multiple bespoke 9

where
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STAND ALONE  
Embedded Systems CONNECTED  Embedded Systems

SPD NODE 
LAYER

ACTUATORS

SENSOR ES.SECURITY SMART 
COMM

SPD PHYSICAL NET

Dependable Self-X 

Nano Node

Crypto Technologies

µPersonal Node
Power Node

Trusted  and
Dependable Connectivity SPD

NETWORK
 LAYER

Smart SPD driven Transmission

Self-x models

Resource management

 SPD
MIDDLEWARE

LAYER

Enhanced 
embedded 
SPD node 
features

Enhanced 
embedded 

SPD network 
features

Enhanced 
embedded 

SPD services

SPD Driven
 semanticsCore SPD services Policy Based management

Legacy Systems adaptation
Security agents

Application SCENARIOS:

Railroad Security, Dependable Avionic Systems, 
Social Mobility & Networking.

SPD 
overlay

Middleware

Middleware Contextualization 
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System 
Is made by Components and 

functionalities

SPD 
Components and 

SPD 
functionalities 

Could be

can be 
composed

SPD Level SPD Attributes
Is mapped into Are affected by

SPD Threaths

SPD Means

Are countermeasured by

realise

Ontology logical representation: each concept is modeled and the relations are identified in 
order to have the logical chains that enables the SPD-aware composability

Semantic in a nutshell (see prototype)

21
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Semantic Representation

Desired 
SPD

Overlay  “Embedded Intelligence”

System

Policy-based

Semantic Technologies

In order to realize the pSHIELD key concepts, the tasks are mapped and justified in this way:

Overlay 

Policy

OWL 
Description 

(XML)

OWL 
Metrics 
(XML)

OWL 
Metrics 
(XML)

Core ServicesOverlay

DiscoveryComposition
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Overview - prototypical demonstrations

• SPD levels are achieved through specific 
configurations by the overlay 

• Nano-Micro-Personal-M2M Platform 
• Monitoring trains with WSNs 
• FPGA Power Node Prototype 
• Cognitive Radio Node Prototype 

Also prototypes for 
•  pSHIELD semantic model prototype 

(ontology) 
•  Policy-based management and hybrid-

automata model

23
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Review  Sep 2011 pSHIELD Artemis project - pshield.eu

Pilot: Semantic Overlay and Composability

• SPD levels are achieved 
through specific configurations 
by the overlay 
– demonstrating the behaviour 

of the pSHIELD middleware 
–  demonstrating SPD-driven 

composability 
–  using metrics-formulation 

from WP2
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Review  Sep 2011 pSHIELD Artemis project - pshield.eu

Pilot: Nano-Micro-Personal-M2M platform

• Nano-Micro-Personal-M2M Platform 
–  security interworking between embedded 

sensors and Telecom service platform 
–  Identify SPD functions in an integrated 

embedded sensor testbed 
–  opens for SPD metrics based 

composability

25
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Review  Sep 2011 pSHIELD Artemis project - pshield.eu

Pilot: Monitoring trains with WSNs

• Monitoring trains with WSNs 
–  identity requirements of real-world 

applications 
–  Identify SPD functions in an integrated 

embedded sensor testbed 
–  opens for SPD metrics based 

composability

26
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Review  Sep 2011 pSHIELD Artemis project - pshield.eu

Pilot: FPGA Power Node Prototype

• FPGA Power Node Prototype 
–  modular system reconfiguration 
–  self-dependability at node layer 
–  hardware and software security and 

privacy service provider 
–  management of power sources

27
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Pilot: Cognitive Radio Node Prototype

• Cognitive Radio Node Prototype 
–  reconfigurable radio components with 

waveform Tx parameters 
–  Sensing mechanisms to acquire 

awareness about resources 
–  Cognitive algorithms elaborating available 

resources 
–  Embedded platform adaptation for 

validation of algorithms

28
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Integrated Operations for Telenor Objects

• Telenor Object’s Shepherd 
platform contains SPD features
– device ID
– encryption

• Ongoing the Shepherd platform to 
cope with
– role-based access for guests, 

suppliers
– identification of security threats

• Contribute to ETSI TS102.690 for 
M2M functionality
– extension toward 

heterogeneous environments

connection

monitoring

security

control

IoT - Shepherd  

Sensors, tags and devices

Internet of Things
 services

29
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Conclusions

• Security, privacy and dependability
– Sensor systems
– Heterogeneous infrastructures

• The value of integrated operations
– oil & gas: Billions of US$/year

• Integrated Operations 
– for the whole privat sector
– for the public sector

• Open Issues
– trust-based security
– content-awareness (and context-

awareness)
– security metrics

Collaborative Radio & Operation, the driver for cost-effective future wireless broadband networks
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